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MISSION

The Swiss Capacity Building Facility (SCBF) is a public-private development partnership. It
helps its Partner Financial Institutions (PFIs) – such as microinsurance service providers,
microfinance banks, and postal, savings and commercial banks – to significantly increase
their outreach to low-income households, smallholder farmers, and micro, small and
medium businesses (MSMEs). The SCBF works to broaden and deepen inclusive financial
sectors in the South, which has proved to be an effective strategy for alleviating poverty.
The SCBF addresses the two key constraints faced by its PFIs in expanding their outreach:
 It assists with the development of skilled management and staff, without whom the

PFIs could not up-scale their ‘pro-poor’ financial services.
 It facilitates debt and equity investments from social investors, which co-finance the

expanding business operations of the PFIs.
The SCBF is dedicated to supporting PFIs with a clear social mission to serve those on low
incomes, particularly women and smallholder farmers.
Providing increased access, in a responsible way, to client-oriented financial services
helps to financially empower smallholder farmers, micro enterprises and those on low
incomes. It enables them to strengthen their economic potential by building up physical
and financial assets, protecting their families through better housing, health and
education, and improving their resilience to unexpected economic hardships.
Increasing access to the same financial services helps to enable job creation and income
generation at small and medium-size private enterprises.

MEMBERS
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SCBF AT A GLANCE
PHASE I: 1ST DECEMBER 2010 - 30TH NOVEMBER 2014
as of 31.12.2013

Technical expertise & financial contributions from SDC
In Phase I, the Swiss Agency for Development
and Cooperation (SDC) has committed a total of
CHF 7’250’000 in financial contributions. Of this,
CHF 2’250’000 was earmarked for the North
Africa region, and CHF 1’000’000 for feasibility
studies. Additionally, SDC committed the
equivalent of CHF 182’000 (representing 140
days) for technical expertise.
By the end of 2013, CHF 3’781’773 was achieved
for product up-scaling; CHF 1’254’258 for North
Africa; and CHF 753’256 for feasibility studies.
SDC had delivered its 140 expertise days by the
end of 2013.

Technical expertise & financial contributions from Swiss private sector
In Phase I, the Swiss private sector has
committed financial contributions and technical
expertise equivalent to CHF 1’000’000.
By the end of 2013, the financial contribution
amounts to CHF 300’000, and the expertise
contribution to CHF 428’285 (representing 329
expertise days). This brings the sum total to CHF
728’285.

Financial self-contributions from Partner Financial Institutions and third parties
In Phase I, the budget for financial selfcontributions from Partner Financial Institutions
and third parties is to be CHF 1’000’000.
By the end of 2013, the self-contributions
amounted to CHF 3’051’508.
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SCBF Operations – World Map
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OPERATIONAL OVERVIEW
Product Up-scaling
Window (PUW)

2013

since inception

Product Up-scaling Interventions approved

14

35

of which, for North Africa

4

7

Total Product Up-scaling Intervention budget (CHF)
of which, for North Africa

Approved SCBF contributions (CHF)

Feasibility Study
Window (FSW)

2'746'284.00

7'503'699.00

849'686.00

1'704'003.00

1'688'189.00

4'844'631.00

of which, for North Africa

453'740.00

1'062'858.00

Average SCBF contribution (CHF)

120'585.00

138'418.00

of which, for North Africa

113'435.00

151'837.00

Average cost share of PFIs and third parties

39%

35%

of which, for North Africa

47%

36%

2013
(since inception)

Feasibility Studies approved

9

of which, for North Africa

3

Total Feasibility Study budget (CHF)

1'337'096.00

of which, for North Africa

262'640.00

Approved SCBF contributions (CHF)

944'656.00

of which, for North Africa

191'400.00

Average SCBF contribution (CHF)

104'962.00

of which, for North Africa

63'800.00

Average cost share of PFIs and third parties

29%

of which, for North Africa

27%

Results
Partner Financial Institutions
Since its inception, the SCBF has supported 44
Partner Financial Institutions. Of these, 35
received product up-scaling interventions, and 9
had feasibility studies. So far, the majority of the
PFIs supported under the Product Up-scaling
Window have been Deposit-taking Microfinance
Institutions (13) and Microcredit Organizations
(8). The remainder are comprised of Commercial

Banks (7), Micro Banks (5) and one Postal Bank.
All of these institutions provide a full range of
banking products to their clients.
On the insurance side, the SCBF is currently
assisting two Primary Insurers. In the course of
2014, the SCBF expects to support several new
partner institutions in developing and
implementing new insurance products.

PARTNER FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS
Banking

Insurance

Commercial Banks
Postal Banks
Micro Banks
Deposit-taking MFIs
Microcredit Organisations

Primary Insurers
Third Party Insurance Administrators
Insurance Broker
National Re-insurer
Global Re-insurer

7
1
5
13
8

2
-

-
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Combined

Insurance

Banking

FINANCIAL PRODUCTS
Product Development

19

MSME Lending

14

Savings

5

Microlending & technical services

6

Housing

2

Water

2

Energy

2

Delivery Channel Development

7

Product Development

3

Health

2

Credit Life Plus

1

Distribution Channel Development

-

Savings with insurance component

2

Insurance with savings component

2

Development of Financial Products & Delivery
Channels
The chart summarises the type of capacity-building
for up-scaling, and is broken into the following
categories: (i) ‘pro-poor’ banking and insurance
services; (ii) product development and
development of delivery channels; and (iii) the type
of financial products developed. Overall, 32 of the
product up-scaling interventions fell into the
category of ‘pro-poor’ banking services and, so far,
only three are in the category of ‘pro-poor’
insurance services, with the remaining four in the
category of combined banking and insurance
services. 19 of the 39 financial products fell into the
category ‘product development’, six into
microlending including specific technical services and
seven into the category of ‘delivery channels’. The
most common type of financial product supported
is MSME Lending (14), followed by Savings (5).

Clients of Partner Financial Institutions

Regions of Implementation

Through up to 65 Partner Financial Institutions,
the objective of the SCBF is to reach a total of
640’000 new low-income clients. Upon completion
of the capacity-building support, within three
years this would directly reach around 3’200’000
low-income family members who would benefit
from employment and an increased income. A
detailed analysis of achievements will be made
within the mid-term review based on a 25%
sample of product up-scaling interventions. Based
on the current status, it is expected that target
numbers will be met much earlier.

Product up-scaling interventions and feasibility
studies are taking place in the countries and
regions indicated below. The target of the SCBF is
to implement at least 50% of its operations in SDC
priority countries.
By the end of 2013, 77% of product up-scaling
interventions and 89% of feasibility studies took
place in SDC priority countries and regions.

Regions of Implementation
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ACHIEVEMENTS 2013
Institutional Achievements
New Members
The following four organisations joined the SCBF
at its General Assembly meeting on 2nd July
2013:

the challenge remains that all members honour
their minimum annual membership fee of ten
expertise days (or five days for members with
less than five employees).

Financial Contribution by Members
www.blueorchard.com

www.stonestep.ch

www.bfconsulting.com

www.kiwi-bop.com

With these new members, Swiss private sector
contributions to the SCBF could increase by 35
expertise days per year, equivalent to CHF
45’500.

Tax Exemption
The ruling from the tax authorities of the Canton
of Fribourg as of 29th April, 2013 – based on the
SCBF request sent on 9th September, 2012 –
confirmed full tax exemption of “Bundes-,
Kantons-, Gemeinde- and Kirchensteuern” on
the SCBF’s capital and profits.

Revision of Articles of Association &
Operational Policy and Procedures
The Operational Policy and Procedures were
further developed to ensure that monitoring is
conducted in a consistent and standardised
manner. This mainly relates to a clearer division
of labour between the Monitor, the Sub-Steering
Committees, and the Administrator. Due to rapid
institutional growth, a second review of the
Articles of Association and Operational Policy
and Procedures was required at the end of the
year to deepen a common understanding of the
structure, processes and guidelines, and to
further improve institutional effectiveness.

In-kind Contribution by Members
The overall in-kind contribution of the SCBF
members amounts to CHF 428’285 since
inception. All members have contributed to
promoting the supports and studies as well as to
the continuous growth of the SCBF. Nonetheless,

Furthermore, a Memorandum of Understanding
between Credit Suisse and the SCBF was signed
in June 2013 confirming Credit Suisse’s financial
contribution to the SCBF over a three-year
period.

Employment of Full-Time Secretary
Due to the SCBF’s swift expansion in 2012/2013,
and a continuously increasing number of tasks
assigned to the SCBF Administrator, additional
resources were required to manage the
Association. The SCBF Administration (FIDES),
therefore, employed a full-time Secretary on 1st
November, 2013, who is exclusively responsible
for the management of the association.

Feasibility Study Window (FSW)
In order to prepare the groundwork for
developing proposals for the Product Up-scaling
Window, a second window – earmarked for
members and SDC partners only – was
established in May 2013. The ‘Feasibility Study
Window’ co-funds the preparation of feasibility
studies and business plans, which are required
for introducing any insurance products or other
new financial products, as well as establishing
greenfield financial institutions. It is also
required for transforming microfinance and
insurance programmes into regulated financial
institutions as a pre-condition to up-scaling
financial products.

Final Reporting for Product Up-scaling
In 2013, the final reporting templates for both
banking and insurance product up-scaling were
developed (available on the SCBF website under
www.scbf.ch/templates/). The preparation of
final reports, consistent with the reporting
templates, has turned out to be challenging
despite the availability of a technical reporting
manual for the Technical Assistance (TA)
providers. Therefore, most final reports had to
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be significantly revised, and not all final reports
from 2013 have been approved yet. With the
exception of one case where the Partner
Financial Institution abandoned its original
downscaling targets, mainly as a reaction to a
government-imposed interest rate cap (refer to
#2012-02 outlined on p. 16), the completed
product up-scaling interventions show good
results and imply that set targets will be met.

A closer assessment of
the results already
accomplished will be
provided by the
mid-term review
in mid-2014.

Operational Achievements
Product Up-scaling 2013

Feasibility Studies 2013

In 2013, the SCBF approved 14 product up-scaling
interventions – four of which were in North Africa
– at a total amount of CHF 2’746’284, and a SCBF
contribution of CHF 1’688’189. The selfcontribution of Partner Financial Institutions and
third parties stood at 39%, almost doubling the
minimum target of 20%.
Eight product up-scaling interventions were
completed by end of the year – one of which was
in North Africa – and their corresponding final
reports are available on the SCBF website under
www.scbf.ch/product-upscaling-interventions/.

Nine feasibility studies were approved in 2013 –
three of which were in North Africa – at a total
amount of CHF 1’337’096 and a SCBF contribution
of CHF 944’656. The self-contribution of Partner
Financial Institutions and third parties stood at 29%,
surpassing the recommended target of 20%. Three
of these Feasibility Studies were completed by the
end of 2013 – one of which was in North Africa. A
public version of each completed Feasibility Study is
available on the SCBF website under
www.scbf.ch/feasibility-studies/.

Regional Overview 2013
Middle East & North Africa
In 2013, six product up-scaling proposals were
approved in Middle East & North Africa (MENA) –
four of which were in North Africa – with a total
budget of CHF 1’193’706 and a 61% co-funding
contribution from the SCBF. There were ten
ongoing product up-scaling interventions in
MENA, seven of which were in North Africa. Of
the four feasibility studies approved in MENA –
three of which were in North Africa – one has
now been completed. The total budget is CHF
307’660 CHF with a 78% SCBF co-funding share.
Of the six product up-scaling interventions
approved in 2013, four of which were in
Morocco, the following developments have been
taking place:
 Al Barid Bank has been strengthening its
mobile banking business and has begun to set
up its Barid Cash network;
 Al Amana has started preparations to launch a
microinsurance health product;

 Crédit Immobilier & Hôtelier has been selected

as a downscaling partner of the GIZ bank’s
downscaling programme to offer loans, with SCBF
funding, to micro and small enterprises.
One up-scaling intervention was approved for
Jordan, where Vitas Jordan has started to develop
Small Enterprise Lending products.
Additionally, one up-scaling intervention was also
approved in Palestine, where Cairo Amman Bank
is being assisted in
downscaling, and in
starting MSE lending.
Three feasibility studies
were initiated during
2013 in North Africa,
with the following
results:
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 KiWi evaluated the Moroccan electronic

Unit

#
Budget (CHF)
SCBF Share (CHF)
#
Budget (CHF)
SCBF Share (CHF)
#
Budget (CHF)
SCBF Share (CHF)

MENA

Region

North Middle
Africa
East

payment (ePayment) market and tested its
ePayment prototype products;
 MicroInsurance Centre developed a
microinsurance strategy for the international
NGO, Enda, in Tunisia;
 ENPO – one of the largest financial service
providers in Egypt – and the Commercial
International Life Insurance Company (CIL)

analysed a prospective collaboration to offer
savings-based microinsurance products.
One feasibility study was approved for Gaza and
the West Bank, where UNRWA Microfinance
Department – the largest microfinance institution
in Gaza and the West Bank – is being supported
through its transformation into an independent
financial institution.

Product Up-scaling Product Up-scaling Product Up-scaling Feasibility Studies Feasibility Studies Feasibility Studies
approved
ongoing
completed
approved
ongoing
completed

2
344'020
270'760
4
849'686
453'740
6
1'193'706
724'500

1
196'435
149'300
3
854'317
609118
4
1'050'752
758'418

Sub-Saharan Africa
During 2013, four product up-scaling proposals
were approved in SubSaharan Africa (SSA)
with a total budget of
CHF 809’962 and a 66%
co-funding contribution
from the SCBF. There
were eight ongoing
product up-scaling
interventions in SSA during
2013 and three feasibility studies were approved
– two of which have now been completed – for
this region with a total budget of CHF 432’826
and a 74% SCBF co-funding share.
Two product up-scaling interventions were
approved in Tanzania, with the following results:
 Equity Bank focussed on further strengthening a
financial business model for women
entrepreneurs, which was piloted in 2012 and
2013 in collaboration with the SCBF;
 PRIDE is being assisted in launching financial
products and services to facilitate access to clean
water as well as energy solutions for poor rural
populations.
The SCBF approved similar up-scaling intervention
for Ethiopia, where Buusaa Gonofaa & Wasasa

1
66'970
47'400
1
66'970
47'400

1
203'200
148'900
3
262'640
191'400
4
307'660
239'900

-

1
81'060
67'600
1
81'060
67'600

both started to develop financial products and
services to facilitate access to clean water, as well
as energy solutions for poor rural populations.
An up-scaling intervention was also approved for
Senegal, where FIDES Microfinance Sénégal was
assisted in strengthening its position in the
Senegalese Small and Middle Enterprise market.
Out of the three feasibility studies, two were
initiated in Tanzania, with the following
developments:
 FINCA International and Stonestep focussed on
innovative distribution channels for the provision
of insurance services;
 Syngenta Foundation for Sustainable
Agriculture assessed the agricultural insurance
market in Tanzania and determined the market
entrance strategy for the insurance broker, Kilimo
Salama.
The third study was conducted in Senegal, where
PlaNet Guarantee started developing a business
plan to achieve financial sustainability, also
allowing the institution to provide insurance
solutions to low-income population in West
Africa.
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#
Budget (CHF)
SCBF Share (CHF)

Product Up-scaling Product Up-scaling Product Up-scaling Feasibility Studies Feasibility Studies Feasibility Studies
approved
ongoing
completed
approved
ongoing
completed

4
809'962
531'783

8
1'225'936
727'141

Latin America & Caribbean
In Latin America, three product up-scaling
proposals were approved during 2013 with a
total budget of CHF 555’682 and a 53%
co-funding contribution from the
SCBF. In addition, there were five
ongoing product up-scaling
interventions in Latin America.
One feasibility study was approved
in Latin America with a total budget
of CHF 232’370 and a 59% SCBF
co-funding share.

Region

Unit

LATAM

Of the three product up-scaling interventions
approved in 2013 for Latin America, one was in
Honduras, where Honduran Banco Popular has
been strengthening its middle management and
reviewing the product and segment offers in
MSMEs.

#
Budget (CHF)
SCBF Share (CHF)

3
838'325
522'485

3
432'826
321'306

-

2
283'101
218'431

An up-scaling intervention was also approved in
Honduras and El Salvador, where Comixmul and
Fundacion Campo are focusing on the
design, piloting, and rollout of Housing
Microfinance products.
A third up-scaling intervention was
approved for Haiti, where FINCA Haiti has
been working on expanding its capacity to
provide financial services that are tailored to
the needs of smallholder farmers and rural
microentrepreneurs.
In Latin America, one feasibility study was
approved to improve and enhance the area of
agricultural finance for the entire region by
replicating a microleasing model, which has
already been implemented in Kenya.

Product Up-scaling Product Up-scaling Product Up-scaling Feasibility Studies Feasibility Studies Feasibility Studies
approved
ongoing
completed
approved
ongoing
completed

3
555'862
294'806

1
180'963
143'900

Asia
During 2013, the SCBF approved one up-scaling
intervention in Asia with a total of CHF 196’535
and a 75% co-funding contribution from the SCBF.
There were also six ongoing product up-scaling
interventions in Asia. In addition, one feasibility
study was approved in Asia with a total budget of
CHF 206’060 and a 70% SCBF co-funding share.

2
422'831
286'900

1
232'370
138'050

-

-

The feasibility study was approved for Myanmar,
where FIDES started preparations for the
creation of Myanmar Mirofinance Ltd.
– a deposit-taking MFI.

Region

Unit

ASIA

One product up-scaling intervention was
approved for Pakistan, where Advans Pakistan
was supported in increasing and fine-tuning its
financial products with a view to expanding its
outreach and contributions.

#
Budget (CHF)
SCBF Share (CHF)

Product Up-scaling Product Up-scaling Product Up-scaling Feasibility Studies Feasibility Studies Feasibility Studies
approved
ongoing
completed
approved
ongoing
completed

1
196'535
146'700

5
897'058
614998

-

1
206'060
145'000

-

-
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Completed Product Up-scaling 2013
The following short portraits present an overview
of the product up-scaling interventions
completed during 2013, and highlight some of the
results achieved. Three interventions (2011-02,
2011-09, and 2012-02) have been selected for

one-page snapshots on page 15. These were
prepared using the final case study reports
available on the SCBF website under
www.scbf.ch/product-upscaling-interventions/.

2011-06 Tanzania

Equity Tanzania Bank was established by Equity Bank two years ago as part
of its East African expansion strategy. It has adapted proven financial
products and services to support women in small businesses, in line with its
strong mission to advance women’s entrepreneurship.
Results: Equity Tanzania Bank was supported in developing an up-scaling
strategy of its existing financial products by adapting them to the needs and
demands of Tanzanian women’s businesses. Five different loan products for
different stages of business were rolled out. Moreover, 274 women
entrepreneurs were trained in basic and advanced business
management skills, and they judged the training as useful.
35% of the women trained eventually received a loan
from the individual lower SME category, amounting
to a total of USD 108’743. Several events have
taken place to raise awareness among small and
larger SMEs run by women, and to improve their
access to business loans.

2011-08 Nicaragua

FINCA Nicaragua has introduced a state-of-the-art
risk management system to control three risks, which
were identified as significant impediments to scaling the
delivery of credit products and introducing savings services.
Results: By enhancing the report-generating processes of the Management
Information System (MIS), FINCA Nicaragua decreased regulatory compliance
risks and gained a better operational oversight, allowing them to create and
maintain a clean regulatory record. Moreover, a Business Continuity and
Disaster Recovery Plan was developed which prepared FINCA Nicaragua to
respond strategically and operationally to potential disasters. Furthermore,
FINCA Nicaragua developed a tool to prevent fraud and money laundering. The
organisation stated that the impediments have been eliminated, and it is now
in a position to request a deposit-taking licence planned for 2015. Prior to that,
FINCA Nicaragua will implement a MIS, which will be used throughout the
FINCA network. In addition, FINCA Nicaragua will improve its client attention
processes before adding additional products, including savings.
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2012-03 Zambia

Entrepreneurs Financial Centre (EFC) Zambia has improved its banking
services, particularly in rural areas. It has done this by facilitating transactions
through the interconnectivity of branches, diversifying the supply of financial
services, and strengthening the demand for money transfer services.
Results: The interconnectivity system was successfully rolled out and is now
fully functional in six branches. As a result, outreach and access to financial
services have been improved. Levels of convenience have been increased, and
the cost of doing business could be reduced as well. 4’907 transactions were
made via the system between May 2013 and January 2014. It can be concluded
that the system is valued by both employees and customers for being userfriendly and for connecting the urban and rural branches. 44 members of EFC
Zambia staff and 12 head office members received broad training to ensure
they are able to manage the system in-house and able to implement the rollout of new branches in the future.

2013-01 Morocco

Al Barid Bank adapted its mobile banking interface to the needs of the lowincome clients who make up the majority of their client base, enabling them to
conveniently perform transactions with their mobile phones.
Results: Preliminary results show that mobile banking allows Al Barid Bank’s
clients to make fewer trips to bank branches as they can access their accounts
from home, or from any other location via mobile phone. Thanks to the
adapted and user-friendly mobile banking interface, clients can avoid
transportation expenses and reduce the risk of robbery when transporting
money. This is particularly appreciated by low-income clients. In addition, it
helps women to gain more independence by carrying out financial transactions
in the convenience of their own homes, as their mobility is often restricted by
household tasks and socio-cultural norms.

Completed Feasibility Studies 2013
The following summaries provide an insight into
the three feasibility studies, which were
conducted and completed during 2013.

FSW-02 Morocco

A corresponding, more detailed description of
each study is available to the public on the SCBF
website.

KiWi carried out a Feasibility Study on the Moroccan electronic payment
(ePayment) market, and tested its ePayment prototype products. With
only 25’000 point-of-sales (POS) installed, ePayment acceptance is a
serious impediment to financial inclusion in Morocco. KiWi’s mobile POS
solutions allow micromerchants to accept payment cards through their
smartphones, reducing the upfront costs of a terminal as well as
transaction costs. These solutions are adapted to the specific needs and
context of micromerchants and are distributed through adapted channels,
such as financial institutions. They go beyond traditional POS by
transforming merchants into agents who can provide a variety of services
including selling air-time, accepting bill payments, and doing cash-in and
cash-out for savings and insurance products. These services generate new
and diversified incomes for micromerchants, reduce their security risks,
and improve their liquidity management. The positive outcome of the
study encouraged KiWi to launch KiWi Morocco in 2014.
13
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FSW-06 West Africa The Feasibility Study supported PlaNet Guarantee in developing a business plan
for PlaNet Guarantee Senegal, whose transition was steered from a “project
company”, created in 2011, to a commercially viable insurance broker, offering
insurance solutions to low-income populations that are excluded from
traditional insurance mechanisms. The business plan reviewed the current
country context and product mix in Senegal, Mali, Burkina Faso, Benin, and
Ivory Coast, and it determined the most promising product and country mix in
order to achieve economic viability. It focused particularly on the institutional
organisational set-up and processes, as well as on strategies
for scaling up agricultural microinsurance.
Agricultural microinsurance merits particular attention
given the role it can play in both raising productivity
and protecting the livelihood of smallholder farmers
who represent the majority of the low-income
population in West Africa. The business plan outlined
several strategic decisions, which PlaNet Guarantee
Senegal needs for its transition towards a viable
business model. This would be a pre-condition for
further support from the SCBF.

FSW-07 Tanzania

Since 2009, Syngenta Foundation for Sustainable Agriculture (SFSA) has been
piloting Kilimo Salama, which offers agricultural insurance and provides advice
to smallholder farmers regarding drought and ‘too much’ rainfall. At the end of
2013, Kilimo Salama was insuring 180’000-plus smallholder farmers in Kenya
and Rwanda. It uses a weather index-based insurance approach, distribution
through agricultural input suppliers, and innovative digital payments and
communication via mobile phone technologies. It was established as an
insurance surveyor in Kenya in February 2014.
SFSA has carried out a Feasibility Study to assess the agricultural insurance
market in Tanzania and to determine the market entrance strategy for Kilimo
Salama. The study provided findings on the financial/insurance regulatory
environment in Tanzania, the current agricultural insurance and financial
offerings, as well as an analysis of key crop value chains, and recommendations
for developing agricultural insurance products. For high potential crops from an
insurance perspective, the study provided recommendations for the
establishment of insurance models. Also, a meta-data map was produced to
illustrate yield and weather data, enabling Kilimo Salama to assess the viability
of developing index-based insurance products, the potential need for weather
station infrastructure, and the potential for satellite-based insurance products.

14
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Case Studies
2011-02 Senegal: Pilot Test New Technology for MFIs
Poverty Context and Bottlenecks: Despite Senegal’s ambition of being a
high-middle-income country by the next decade, growth has been slow
since 2006, and is below the Sub-Saharan Africa average. Poverty remains
high in the country. The 2011 household survey indicates that poverty has
declined since 2005 by only 1.6 percentage points to 46.7%, which is not
significant from a statistical perspective.1 75% of the rural population live in
poverty – mainly farmers, women and youth who make a living from food crops and cattle breeding.
The importance of microfinance is growing in Senegal. Nevertheless, the pro-poor orientation of the
industry remains limited. The biggest MFIs are targeting “big clients” and SMEs, whereas those on low
incomes, especially in rural areas, are still struggling to gain reliable access to financial services. This is
mainly due to the distances between small towns, the weak road infrastructure, the lack of
infrastructure in the villages and the associated transaction costs. Nevertheless, most people living in
rural areas are equipped with mobile phones. This is opening new opportunities to rural areas. Thanks
to mobile banking, transaction costs may be reduced. The SCBF assisted Saint Louis Finances (SLF),
through technical assistance provided by FIDES, in testing a simple mobile phone technology called TAG
PAY to improve its outreach and productivity in rural areas.
Results: The new SLF’s mobile phone service, called Diotelli, was launched and tested starting in April
2013. Pre-tests were successfully carried out, and customization of the Management Information
System (MIS) enabled communication between the MIS and TAG PAY. Within the scope of the test, 300
clients have been using the service to make quick deposits and withdrawals from their current account,
with their own mobile phones, at a Diotelli counter in a SLF branch or outlet.
The new technology proved to be reliable and it performed without any major technical issue. The
customization of the MIS, developed with SCBF support, worked well. Clients quickly learnt to perform
transactions with the new technology. They appreciated its ease of use and the fact that it allowed them
to make quick transactions at SLF’s. However, client satisfaction was mixed because, without a larger
number of cash points where deposits and withdrawals could be made, the benefits of Diotelli as a
stand-alone feature were limited. The initial solution proposed, following the successful pilot testing of
the new technology, was that SLF would build its own network of third party service points based on
mobile-phone technology.
Lessons learnt: Mobile technology is evolving and changing the landscape very quickly. During the past
few years, Cellular System International (owned by Senegalese) emerged in Senegal and developed a
strong money-transfer network called WARI, consisting of more than 3’000 third party agents such as
small traders or filling stations that are often open 24/7. WARI is also progressively reaching out to rural
areas. For SLF, it now appears more beneficial and less costly to cooperate with WARI than to build its
own third party service point network. The next step is to successfully build this cooperation. Thanks to
the pilot phase, having gone through a series of stages of research, development and testing by
involving clients, SLF is now qualified to make the right choices and to integrate them into its business
strategy. Furthermore, the switch
between the core banking system
and the phone banking system,
which was developed with SCBF
support, enables SLF to be
technologically ready for a number of
institutional options. The negotiation
under way has the potential to allow
clients to access their accounts from
anywhere in the territory of Senegal
at reasonable costs.
1

http://www.worldbank.org/en/country/senegal/overview, (retrieved May 23, 2014).
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2011-09 Ecuador: Promoting Access to Savings for the Working Poor
Poverty Context and Bottlenecks: In recent years, strong and inclusive economic growth in Ecuador has
directly reduced poverty and inequality levels and increased the middle class there. Between 2000 and
2011, the highest growth in income occurred in the population’s two poorest quintiles. However,
despite these positive results, significant challenges remain in terms of sustaining these achievements,
and in ensuring ongoing, sustainable, inclusive growth. More than half of the population continues to
live in poverty or is vulnerable to falling below the poverty line again.2 The project supported by the
SCBF aimed to overcome the poor’s lack of proximity to formal financial services, and to promote a
culture of saving.
Results: Thanks to support provided by the SCBF, and with Accion’s technical assistance, both Banco
Pichincha (BP), the largest private bank in Ecuador, and its microfinance service company, Credifé, are
now able to offer improved savings products. Utilizing different savings mobilization channels, these
products are targeted at the needs of the low-income population. The SCBF-supported project gave
Credifé’s clients access to an expanded product portfolio, while building the capacity within BP to
understand how to best address the financial needs of the working poor. BP now has a communication
strategy that includes savings as a priority. All of these features bring BP closer to the microfinance
segment.
As of June 2013, a total of 104’065 new accounts have been opened via both Credifé and BP. As Credifé
is not authorized to take deposits independently, all savings accounts are legally in BP. Using a relaunched and improved savings product, called
Ahorro Crecer, there are 73’619 new accounts,
as well as 30’446 accounts called Cuenta Xperta,
which is a new electronic savings account.
Women have opened slightly more than 50% of
accounts and show a higher average balance
than men in Cuenta Xperta, and a slightly lower
balance in Ahorro Crecer.
As of June 2013, two mini-branches (branded by
BP), six multifunctional ATMs and an agent
network (Mi Vecino) with more than 7’000
agents were launched. The mini-branch concept
is designed to reach the people, both physically
and conceptually. It includes multifunctional ATMs, a kid’s zone, a waiting zone, and screens with
financial education information. According to a survey, customers find the mini-branch useful and think
it provides good customer service. The Mi Vecino agents’ network was rolled out at the end of 2012,
after a pilot period. The implementation has been a success in terms of putting the designed processes
into practice, and of their wide acceptance by the clients. In addition to the new
products and delivery channels, training programmes and new marketing and sales
materials were developed to improve Credifé's approach to offering savings
products. To increase product use, further measures are now planned, such as
marketing campaigns, reduced costs for transactions, improved connectivity and
complaint response time, and new kinds of transactions, such as school and
health payments.
Lessons learnt: Due to the step-by-step implementation, which is required for
effectual project implementation, not all clients’ expectations were fulfilled right
at the beginning. However, the number of transactions per day and adoption by
clients clearly increased during the second phase of the implementation as it
allowed more transactions than the first phase did. This shows that particular
attention must be dedicated to the conflicting expectations and requirements
while introducing new technologies.
2

http://www.worldbank.org/en/country/ecuador/overview, (retrieved May 26, 2014).
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2012-02 Rwanda: Foster Financial Inclusion in Rural Areas through Innovative Channels
Poverty context and Bottlenecks: Small and landlocked, Rwanda is the most densely populated country
in Africa, with over 80% of the population living in rural areas. Rwanda is in the bottom decile of the
poorest countries in the world, with a GDP per capita of just USD 595. Although poverty rates have been
declining, over 44,9% of the 11 million Rwandans still live below
the poverty line, and 24,1% live in absolute poverty. The poverty
rate is much higher in rural (48,7%) than in urban areas (22,1%
with 16,8% in Kigali). Rwanda ranks 167 out of 182 countries in the
2009 UNDP Human Development Index. At least 22% of
households are food insecure and another 24% are highly
vulnerable to food insecurity. Over 50% of children are chronically
malnourished and one child in four is underweight.
Aside from a few MFIs, which transformed into banks, the Rwandan banking sector has not made great
strides in developing pro-poor financial products and services. One exception is Bank of Kigali, which
launched its microlending department in September 2011, but lacked expertise and experience in
working with the rural microenterprise sector. Therefore, starting during the second quarter of 2012,
the SCBF assisted the Bank, through Business & Finance Consulting (BFC), in developing appropriate
procedures and products tailored to the low-income households and rural enterprises. The aim was to
prepare Bank of Kigali for a roll-out of microlending operations to low-income households throughout
the country.
Results: After the concept design – which aimed to create an organizational structure suitable for the
provision of microlending services, and to pilot microlending operations in two branches – the
management of Bank of Kigali decided to move away from microfinance. This was mainly due to the
introduction of an interest rate cap of 20% for microloans by the National Bank of Rwanda, as well as
the significant worsening of the bank’s own microloan portfolio and the lack of a critical mass of
microlending compared to the bank’s overall asset size. Therefore, the final roll-out phase was
cancelled, and the product up-scaling intervention did not fully reach its expected results. Nonetheless,
BFC has supported Bank of Kigali beyond the official end of the initiative with informal advice on the
Management Information System (MIS), which was installed with the SCBF’s support. Furthermore, the
materials and tools tested during the pilot phase are still in use by the microlending team.
Lessons learnt: Unforeseen changes in the regulatory and policy environment negatively affected the
progress of the intervention. Also, the lack of follow-through and commitment from management to
overcome the existing challenges were unpredictable. BFC repeatedly shared its views with the Bank
that the issues, which were viewed as obstacles for further development of the microlending could be
overcome through appropriate handling, and indeed, even turned to their advantage:
 Non-Performing Loans: Lack of financial education among clients, and challenges associated with
their monitoring, increased the credit risk. However, the Bank could clearly have limited this risk and
maintained an acceptable Portfolio at Risk (PAR) level with a trained team, a defined credit
procedure, a national credit bureau and a national database allowing the registration of immovable
collateral.
 The interest rate cap of 20% requested by the National Bank of Rwanda definitely reduced the appeal
of serving microenterprises. However, the Bank of Kigali’s wide regional network
could have enabled it to limit operating costs to personnel expenses only, as
additional branches and facilities were not necessary. Moreover, the Bank’s
deposit-taking activities decreased the cost of capital funds, allowing for a
greater interest rate spread. The Bank has already been managing a loan
portfolio of about 5’000 microentrepreneurs, and while it needed to clear
its non-performing loans, the institution’s low operating and financial
costs could have generated significant gains from further lending
activities.
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TECHNICAL EXPERTISE & FINANCIAL CONTRIBUTIONS
Technical Expertise
The 2013 contribution for all members was ten
expertise days, with the exception of SDC at 40
days. The target for the new members, Blue
Orchard, Business & Finance Consulting (BFC) and
KiWi, who joined the association in July 2013, was
set at five days and for Stonestep – being an
individual enterprise – at two and a half days.

Of the targeted 132.5 days for 2013, the
members contributed 153.9 days. A detailed list
featuring all members and their corresponding
contribution for 2013, as well as the total
contribution since inception, can be found in the
appendices of this report.

Financial Contributions
In May 2013, the budget was increased by an
additional CHF 1’000’000 from SDC to establish
the new Feasibility Study Window. SDC is
committed to providing financial resources in the
amount of CHF 7’250’000, of which CHF
2’250’000 is earmarked for interventions in North
Africa, specifically Egypt, Morocco, and Tunisia.
The North Africa contribution is paid in three

SCBF Account
Statement as per
31st December, 2013

annual tranches of CHF 750’000 between 2012
and 2014. Credit Suisse has re-confirmed its total
financial contribution, which will be paid in three
annual tranches from 2011 - 2014. The first two
payments have been issued upon formal
incorporation into, and tax exoneration granted
to, the association.

SCBF Account Statement
Credit Suisse 1618651-61

CHF

2'328'850.73

Credit Suisse 1618651-61-1 "North Africa"

CHF

1'653'767.75

Total

CHF

3'982'618.48
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Philipp Akeret
Tel. direkt +41 31 3'10 97 06 . philipp.akeret@stg.ch

To the Association of
Swiss Capacity Building Facility
Route de la Fonderie 2
Fribourg

Bern, June 4,2014
Referenz: PAK

Report of the appointed statutory auditor on the Iimited statutory examination
As appointed statutory auditor, we have examined the financial statements (balance sheet, income
statement and notes) of Swiss Capacity Building Facility, Fribourg, for the year ended December 31,
2013.
These financial statements are the responsibility of the association. Our responsibility is to perform a
limited statutory examination on these financial statements. We confirm that we meet the licensing and
independence requirements as stipulated by Swiss law.
We conducted our examination in accordance with the Swiss Standard on the Limited Statutory
Examination. This standard requires that we plan and perform a limited statutory examination to identify
material misstatements in the financial statements. A limited statutory examination consists primarily of
inquiries of company personnel and analytical procedures as well as detailed tests of company documents
as considered necessary in the circumstances. However, the testing of operational processes and the
internal control system, as well as inquiries and further testing procedures to detect fraud or other legal
violations, are not within the scope of this examination.
Based on our limited statutory examination, nothing has come to our attention that causes us to believe
appropriation of available earnings do not comply with
that the financial statements and the
incorporation.
Swiss law,and the company's

Licensed Audit Exped
Auditor in Charge

Licensed Audit Exped

Enclosed

o

Financial Statements (Balance sheet, Profit and Loss account and Notes)

Schweizerische Treuhandgesellschaft
Basel.Bern.Zürich

swrss cAPAcrw

BUTLDTNG FAGTLTTY

Balance Sheet

(scBF)

31.12.2012

31.12.2013

CHF

CHF

Assets
Credit Suisse CHF 1724600-01

1'958',235.98

Credit Suisse CHF 1724600-01-1

1',270'618.54

Credit Suisse CHF 1618651-6-1

2',328',85A.7;

Credit Suisse CHF 1618651-61-1

1',653'767.75

Total liquid assets

3'.225'.854.5;

3'982'618.48

Withholding tax

1'642.73

510.05

Total receivables from government authorities

1'.642.73

510.05

Other short term receivables FIDES

1',918.25

Total other short term receivabtes FIDES

1'918.25

Prepaid expenses and accrued income

12',771.00

Total prepaid expenses and accrued income

12',771.00

Total Assets

3'.230'.497.25

3'.997'.817.78

Accrued expenses and deferred income

75'780.00

8'240.00

Total accrued expenses and deferred income

75'780.00

8'240.00

Fund lncome and Employment Generation

1'909'530.20

3',181',446.22

Fund Earmarked for North Africa

1',245',187.05

808'131.56

TotalCapital Fund

3',154'.717.25

3'989'577.78

Total Liabilities

3'.230'.497.25

3'997'817.78

Liabilities

swtss cAPAclrY BUILDING FACILITY (SCBF)

lncome Statement

01.01. -31.12.2012

0{.0{. -31.12.2013

CHF

CHF

Fund appropriated to lncome and Employment

-886'327.91

-1'798'058.17

Fund appropriated to Earmarked for North Africa

-254'231.43

-437'055.49

-1',140'559.34

-2'235'1{3.66

Project financing

-1'023',221.11

-2'109'887.37

Total project financing

-l',023',221.11

-2'109'887.37

-71',280.00

-115'334.40

-6'145.00

-10'065.55

Fund appropriation

Total fund appropriation

Project financing

Management and administration expenses
SCBF management
Administration expenses

-847.99

Other administration expenses
Advertising, publicity
Bank debit interest
Bank charges

Total management and administration expenses

-3'213.89

-265.00

2',377.30

1',457.30

-150.45

-170.65

:78'.412.04

-125'.226.29

Extraordinary loss
Derecognised input tax

-38'926.19

Total extraordinary loss

-38'926.19

0.00

swlss

CAPAGTTY BUILDTNG FACTLITY (SCBF)

Contribution margin accounting
lncome and Employment Generation

Fund as per 31.12.2012

1'909'530.20

Fund income

3'069'974.19

Totat Fund Assets

4'979'504.39

Project financing

P§ectfinancing

1'670',319.37

Total proiect financing

{'670'319.37

Administration expenses
SCBF Management und Verwaltung
Administration expenses

121',274.40

6'097.55

Other administration expenses

847.99

lnternet presence

265.00

Bank debit interest
Bank charges

Total administration expenses

Total fund appropriation
Fund as per31.12.2013

-833.59
87.45

{27'738.80

1'798'058.{7
3'.181',4/,6.22

swss cAPAcrw

BUTLDTNG

FAcrLrrY (scBF)

Contribution margin accounting
Earmarked for North Africa

Fund as per31.12.?ß12

1'.245',187.05

0.00

Fund income

Total fund assets-

1'.245'.187.06

Prject financing
Project financing

439'568.00

Total project financing

439'568.00

Admi n istration expemres
SCBF Management und Verwaltung
Administration expenses
Bank debit interest
Bank

charges

,

Total administration expenses

Total fund appropriation
Fund as per 31.12.2013

-5'940.00
3'968.00
-623.71

83.20
-z',512.51

437',055.49

808'{3{.56
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OUTLOOK
Strategic Orientations for 2014
The launch of five feasibility studies, based on
the introduction of different insurance products
in SSA and MENA countries in 2013 – notably
agricultural microinsurance and life products
with saving plans – has paved the way for a
significant increase in up-scaling pro-poor
insurances in line with the strategic priority of
the SCBF.
Noteworthy is the regional focus on North Africa
where the microinsurance penetration had been
extremely low so far. The SCBF will support the
microfinance leaders in Tunisia and Morocco to
launch innovative microinsurance products in
2014, and is also well positioned to assist the
Egyptian National Post Office in launching their
products too.
Also noteworthy is the feasibility study on ePayment solutions, which triggered the first upscaling of an innovative digital finance pilot in
Morocco in 2014. The strategic importance of
digital finance for rapid and massive financial
inclusion, which started in the late 2000s, has
caused the evolution of a much more complex
financial inclusion ecosystem. The SCBF aims to
be at the forefront of this evolution.

evaluation criteria of relevance, effectiveness,
efficiency, and sustainability.

Financial Education Interventions (FEW)
In order to support ongoing product up-scaling, a
third window on financial education
interventions will be established in 2014.
Interventions such as these are pre-conditions,
on the one hand, for introducing insurance and
other new financial products. On the other hand,
for establishing greenfield financial institutions in
environments where the existing financial
institutions are unwilling or unable to engage in
inclusive financial services. The so-called ‘FEW’,
in the same way as the ‘FSW’, is earmarked for
members and SDC partners only.

Product Up-scaling Proposals under
Preparation
At the end of December 2013, there were about
20 proposals for product up-scaling
interventions, one feasibility study and eight
financial education interventions in around 20
countries in the pipeline for 2014.

Initial results of particular approaches which use
financial inclusion as a means of directly
improving the livelihoods of low-income and
vulnerable people, have been positive and
encouraging. These approaches are focussed on
potable and small irrigation water solutions,
which are both affordable and appropriate, as
well as solar panels. The SCBF is looking to
broaden its engagement in direct development
impact solutions such as these.

External Mid-Term Review
An external mid-term review of the SCBF will
take place between July and September 2014 to
provide evidence on the achievements made at
the output and results levels. A review like this
represents good governance in accountability
and transparency, and will contribute to the
future steering and strategic planning of the
SCBF. It will apply the standard
OECD/Development Assistance Committee

Contact
Swiss Capacity Building Facility
Seebahnstrasse 85
8003 Zurich
Switzerland
Phone: +41 79 132 93 23
Email: info@scbf.ch
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APPENDICES
 Appendix 1
SCBF final account at Credit Suisse (as per 31.12.2013)
 Appendix 2
In-kind contribution of Swiss private sector & SDC (status 31.12.2013)
 Appendix 3
List of all SCBF Operations (status 31.12.2013)
 Factsheets
Factsheets of all approved interventions and studies are
published on the SCBF website.
Please refer to: www.scbf.ch/product-upscaling-interventions/
and: www.scbf.ch/feasibility-studies/
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Appendix 1: SCBF final account at Credit Suisse (as per 31.12.2013)
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Appendix 2: In-kind contribution of Swiss private sector & SDC (status 31.12.2013)
Partner

Allocated annual ressources (expertise)
Expert
da ys

Manager
va l ue

da ys

Purchased resources (expertise)

Secretariat

va l ue

da ys

va l ue

Expert
da ys

Manager
va l ue

da ys

Used
Secretariat

va l ue

da ys

va l ue

Expert
da ys

Remaining per 31.12.

Manager
va l ue

da ys

Secretariat

va l ue

da ys

va l ue

Expert
da ys

Manager
va l ue

da ys

Secretariat

va l ue

da ys

va l ue

5.0

6'500

5.0

6'500

-

yea r 3 (2013)

10.0

13'000

2.0

2'600

8.0

10'400

Total

15.0

19'500

7.0

9'100

8.0

10'400.0

yea r 2 (2012)

12.5

16'250

3.8

4'940

8.7

11'310

yea r 3 (2013)

10.0

13'000

2.3

2'925

7.8

10'075

Total

22.5

29'250

6.1

7'865

16.5

21'385.0

yea r 3 (2013)

5.0

6'500

6.7

8'710

-1.7

-2'210

Total

5.0

6'500

6.7

8'710

-1.7

-2'210.0

Blue Orchard

yea r 1 (2010-11)

yea r 3 (2013)

5.0

6'500

4.9

6'370

0.1

130

Total

5.0

6'500

4.9

6'370

0.1

130.0

Credit Suisse

yea r 1 (2010-11)

12.5

16'250

12.5

16'250

-

yea r 2 (2012)

12.5

16'250

11.0

14'300

1.5

yea r 3 (2013)

10.0

13'000

7.6

9'880

2.4

3'120

Total

35.0

45'500

31.1

40'430

3.9

5'070.0

yea r 1 (2010-11)

12.5

16'250

12.5

13'750

15.0

10'500

60.0

66'000

12.5

16'250

42.5

46'750

14.5

10'150

-

yea r 2 (2012)

12.5

16'250

12.5

13'750

15.0

10'500

60.0

66'000

3.0

3'900

75.5

83'050

21.0

14'700

9.5

yea r 3 (2013)

15.0

19'500

90.0

99'000

15.0

19'500

76.0

83'600

Total

40.0

52'000

25.0

27'500

30.0

21'000

210.0

231'000

30.5

39'650

194.0

213'400

35.5

24'850

yea r 3 (2013)

5.0

6'500

2.3

2'990

2.7

3'510

Total

5.0

6'500

2.3

2'990

2.7

3'510.0

yea r 1 (2010-11)

20.0

26'000

20.0

26'000

-

yea r 2 (2012)

40.0

52'000

53.0

68'900

-13.0

Bamboo
Finance

yea r 2 (2012)

FIDES|SMH

Allianz

yea r 1 (2010-11)
-

yea r 1 (2010-11)

BFC

yea r 1 (2010-11)
yea r 2 (2012)

yea r 2 (2012)

9.5

1'950

-

30.0

33'000

0.5

350

12'350

-3.0

-3'300

-6.0

-4'200

-

14.0

15'400

41.0

45'100.0

-5.5

-3'850

12'350.0

SDC

KiWi

yea r 1 (2010-11)
yea r 2 (2012)

yea r 3 (2013)

40.0

52'000

67.0

87'100

-27.0

-35'100

100.0

130'000

140.0

182'000

-40.0

-52'000.0

yea r 3 (2013)

2.5

3'250

4.6

5'980

-2.1

-2'730

Total

2.5

3'250

4.6

5'980

-2.1

-2'730.0

yea r 1 (2010-11)

12.5

16'250

12.5

13'750

12.5

16'250

5.9

6'490

-

yea r 2 (2012)

12.5

16'250

12.5

13'750

6.9

8'970

2.3

2'530

5.6

yea r 3 (2013)

10.0

13'000

10.0

13'000

Total

35.0

45'500

25.0

27'500

29.4

38'220

8.2

9'020

yea r 2 (2012)

12.5

16'250

12.5

16'250

-

yea r 3 (2013)

10.0

13'000

13.6

17'680

-3.6

-4'680

Total

22.5

29'250

26.1

33'930

-3.6

-4'680.0

yea r 2 (2012)

12.5

16'250

3.8

4'940

8.7

11'310

yea r 3 (2013)

10.0

13'000

7.1

9'230

2.9

3'770

Total

22.5

29'250

10.9

14'170

11.6

15'080.0

yea r 1 (2010-11)

12.5

16'250

12.5

16'250

yea r 2 (2012)

12.5

16'250

6.6

8'580

5.9

yea r 3 (2013)

10.0

13'000

10.8

14'040

-0.8

-1'040

Total

35.0

45'500

29.9

38'870

5.1

6'630.0

Syngenta
Foundation

Swiss Re

Swisscontact

Stonestep

Total

Zurich

-16'900

yea r 1 (2010-11)
yea r 2 (2012)

5.6

-

6.6

7'260

7'280

10.2

11'220

16.8

18'480

7'280.0

yea r 1 (2010-11)
-

yea r 1 (2010-11)

-

7'670
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Appendix 3: List of all SCBF Operations (status 31.12.2013)

 # 2011-01 Palestine: Pilot savings mobilisation of UNWRA credit project
(due to general strike at the involved MFIs)
 # 2012-08 Mozambique: Strengthening asset building strategies through micro insurance
(due to pending licence of MBF)
 # 2012-10 Mozambique: Outreach expansion through mobile banking services
(due to pending licence of MBF)
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